UK tech sector growth projections reach four-and-a-half year high
The UK tech sector continued to expand in the final quarter of 2020, showing resilience in the face of pandemic disruptions and some client spending delays ahead of the Brexit transition deadline.

Tech firms recorded fresh increases in sales and employment alongside rising output during the fourth quarter. This was in sharp contrast to the falls seen across other parts of the UK economy, particularly consumer-facing services. Tech companies often reported that clients had decided to press on with previously delayed projects as priorities pivot from real estate expenditure to spending on digital infrastructure, including e-commerce, software assets and business process improvements.

“Despite severe pandemic challenges in the near-term, the global economic outlook is starting to look much brighter thanks to the deployment of successful vaccines over the course of 2021. Business confidence across the tech sector has reached a four-and-a-half year high, with survey respondents forecasting a sustained rebound in demand amid recovering UK economic conditions and greater prioritisation of corporate spending on technology services and equipment.”

Bernard Brown, Vice Chair,
KPMG in the UK
Welcome to the KPMG UK Tech Monitor Index

We have compiled the quarterly UK Tech Monitor Index by taking a representative sample of tech companies from IHS Markit’s widely-watched Purchasing Managers’ Index® (PMI®) surveys. The tech sector is defined in this report as technology software, technology services and manufacturing of technology equipment. Historical data is available since Q1 2003 and full details are in the methodology section.

Our panel of tech sector executives are asked about actual changes in business activity, new work, backlogs, employment, costs and charges. The headline UK Tech Monitor Index measures changes in business activity on average over the most recent quarter. Results are seasonally adjusted. Index numbers vary between 0 and 100, with readings above 50 indicating an overall increase and below 50 a decrease.

UK tech sector activity continues to expand in Q4 2020

The tech sector saw a further rise in business activity in the final quarter of 2020, though the pace of expansion softened amid a wider slowdown across the UK economy. At 51.6 in Q4, the KPMG UK Tech Monitor Index fell from 53.0 in Q3, but remained comfortably above the 50.0 no-change value. The latest reading marked a further recovery from the unprecedented drop in activity at the start of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. In the final three months of 2020, tech sector output expanded at a stronger rate than across the UK private sector as a whole (equivalent index at 50.5).

Growth supported by stronger client demand and rising sales

Greater business activity at tech firms was supported by a fresh rise in new work in the fourth quarter. The respective index posted 51.7 in Q4, up from 49.1 in Q3, to highlight the fastest increase in new work since Q2 2019.

Companies linked the upturn to the recommencement of projects, robust demand for digital services and increased spending by clients in areas such as e-commerce. However, ongoing disruptions related to the pandemic and, in some cases, uncertainty leading up to the Brexit deadline reportedly hampered overall sales growth.

Job creation at tech firms contrasts with private sector trend

Rising new order inflows and efforts to increase capacity encouraged tech companies to raise their staffing levels during Q4. At 51.6, the index measuring employment rose from 48.2 in Q3 and pointed to the first increase in workforce numbers since the start of the pandemic. Furthermore, the rate of tech sector job creation was the steepest since Q2 2019, and contrasted with a further steep decline in employment across the UK as a whole (equivalent index at 44.3).

Sharp rise in operating costs

Tech companies highlighted the sharpest rise in input costs for two years. This reportedly stemmed from supplier price hikes, exchange rate movements and greater salary costs. However, efforts to attract and secure new work led to only a slight rise in selling prices, which suggested a further squeeze on tech sector margins.

Business optimism strengthens further amid vaccine news

Latest data revealed a marked rise in business confidence across the tech sector regarding the year-ahead outlook. The index measuring growth expectations rose to its highest since Q2 2016, with tech companies also remaining more upbeat than the UK private sector overall. Optimism was attributed to expectations that global economic conditions will recover in 2021 with the roll-out of vaccines and loosening of virus-related restrictions. Some firms also foresee opportunities for growth through new product releases and expansion into new overseas markets.
Tech sector activity continues to expand, albeit at softer pace

At 51.6, the seasonally adjusted Business Activity Index pointed to a sustained increase in tech sector output during the final quarter of 2020. Higher activity levels were widely linked to improved sales and the resumption of business operations among clients. The reading was down from 53.0 in Q3 and pointed to a modest expansion overall. Tech sector firms recorded a stronger rate of growth than seen on average across the UK (index at 50.5).

New orders rise for first time in one-and-a-half years

Tech sector firms signalled a renewed increase in new business during Q4, as highlighted by the respective index posting 51.7. This was up from 49.1 in Q3 and marked the fastest upturn in sales since Q2 2019. Across the UK as a whole, new orders fell marginally over the final quarter of the year. The increase in new work across the tech sector was often attributed to the resumption of projects at clients and an improvement in market conditions compared to earlier in 2020.

Backlogs of work decline at softest rate since Q2 2019

The level of work-in-hand (but not yet completed) at tech companies fell again in Q4. That said, the rate of backlog depletion was the slowest recorded for one-and-a-half years, as highlighted by the respective index rising from 44.3 in Q3 to 47.3. Outstanding business fell at a similar rate across the UK as a whole (equivalent index at 47.7). Where lower amounts of unfinished work were reported, firms commented on the presence of spare capacity.
Renewed increase in tech sector employment

Employment across the tech sector rose during Q4, after declining in the prior two quarters. At 51.6, the respective index rose from 48.2 in Q3, and pointed to a moderate increase in workforce numbers overall. This contrasted with a steep reduction in staffing levels across the UK as a whole (index at 44.3).

A number of tech firms mentioned hiring additional workers due to rising inflows of new work and planned company expansions in 2021.

Input cost inflation accelerates to a two-year high in Q4

Latest data revealed a sharp and accelerated rise in cost burdens faced by tech companies in Q4. The respective index rose from 57.8 in Q3 to 59.9, which signalled the steepest increase in input prices for two years. The upturn in costs was also quicker than the UK all-sector average (index at 55.9).

Anecdotal evidence suggested that supplier price hikes, exchange rate movements and higher salary payments had been key drivers of inflation.

Output prices rise only slightly, despite greater costs

Adjusted for seasonal factors, the Prices Charged Index rose from 50.2 in Q3 to 50.9 in Q4. This suggested another marginal rise in selling prices. Companies that increased their charges generally commented on the pass-through of higher costs to clients. That said, the pandemic and relatively fragile demand conditions continued to weigh on firms’ ability to raise prices.

Across the UK as a whole, output charges were broadly unchanged in the final quarter of 2020.
Tech sector outlook

Tech companies highly confident of post-pandemic rebound

Optimism towards the 12-month business outlook continued to improve in the final quarter of 2020, rising further from the slump seen in Q2 2020 at the onset of the pandemic. At 74.7, the Business Activity Expectations Index rose from 69.7 in Q3 to post the highest reading since Q2 2016. The level of positive sentiment also remained stronger than that seen for the average UK firm (equivalent index at 70.3)

Tech companies that expected output to rise over the next year frequently linked optimism to a recovery from the COVID-19 outbreak amid positive vaccine news and a return to more normal trading conditions. A number of firms also cited that new product releases and opportunities arising from Brexit could support growth.

However, uncertainty over the trajectory of the pandemic and new trading relationships led some firms to be cautious with their projections.

How has the COVID-19 pandemic impacted tech sector prospects?

In this section, we assess the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the UK economy and tech sector prospects.

Monthly data illustrate a swift turnaround in the performance of the UK economy at the end of 2020, with new national lockdown measures resulting in reduced levels of service sector output. However, the speed of the downturn was much slower than at the start of the pandemic and largely confined to consumer-facing areas of the service economy.

Businesses in the Software & Services sub-category bucked the overall decline in UK service sector output. The rate of expansion accelerated sharply in November (index at 59.2) and exceeded the equivalent global benchmark for Software & Services (50.3) by a wide margin. This outperformance continued into December, driven by higher levels of corporate spending. Survey respondents widely commented on a surge in demand for digital services due to changes driven by the pandemic, especially those related to e-commerce.

UK manufacturing companies achieved a sustained rebound in production volumes during the final three months of 2020, with the recovery speed easing only slightly from that seen in the summer. Technology Equipment underperformed the UK manufacturing sector benchmark in December, but business optimism and job creation continued to improve amid hopes of renewed growth momentum in 2021.
Strong global tech sector recovery provides positive signal for UK outlook

Global Sector PMI data compiled by IHS Markit indicated resurgent growth among technology businesses at the end of 2020, led by manufacturers of semiconductors, communications equipment and other computing hardware.

On a worldwide basis, output in the Technology Equipment category expanded at the fastest rate since February 2017. Business activity trends in the Software & Services sub-sector were also much stronger than those seen in the first half of 2020. Latest data meanwhile indicated that business expectations in the Software & Service sector reached a two-and-half year high.

A faster global recovery in tech sector output led to robust rates of job creation across both the Technology Equipment and Software & Services sub-categories in the fourth quarter. Survey respondents often cited efforts to boost business capacity amid hopes of a sustained improvement in global demand for technology products and services.

These figures offer a positive signal for UK tech sector growth over the course of 2021, especially in terms of export sales and opportunities to expand operations in overseas markets.

UK sector rankings

Business optimism about prospects for the year ahead improved in Q4 2020, despite the loss of growth momentum seen across the UK economy. The recovery in business expectations gained strength amid the announcement of successful COVID-19 vaccines and hopes of looser pandemic restrictions over the course of 2021.

All six categories of activity recorded a rise in growth projections since the third quarter of the year, with by far the largest improvement seen in the Hotels & Restaurants sector. Survey respondents widely noted that pent up demand for consumer-services would help to deliver a return to growth in the next 12 months, albeit from exceptionally low levels seen during the current phase of the pandemic.

Confidence towards the outlook in the UK tech sector also increased sharply at the end of 2020, with business sentiment the most optimistic for four-and-a-half years and stronger than all other parts of the service economy. Manufacturers were also relatively upbeat during the latest survey period, reflecting rising order books and a rebound in global economic conditions from the low point seen last spring. Transport service providers were the least positive segment monitored by the survey in the fourth quarter of 2020.
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About IHS Markit
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UK Tech Sector Purchasing Managers’ Index® (PMI®) survey data

UK Tech Monitor Index data is derived from a representative sub-category of approximately 150 tech companies within IHS Markit's regular PMI® surveys of UK manufacturers and service providers. Tech is defined in this report as technology software, technology services and manufacturing of technology equipment. All figures are seasonally adjusted and smoothed using a three-month moving average, to better highlight underlying trends in the data.

UK Tech Sector Business Outlook data

Business activity expectations data are drawn from the monthly PMI® surveys question on companies' expectations for their activity/output over the next 12 months. Prior to July 2012, only service sector companies were asked this question. Employment, capex, profits and input cost expectations data are based on responses from UK services and manufacturing firms participating in IHS Markit’s tri-annual Global Business Outlook survey, which is based on the same panel of companies as the PMI® surveys.

Technology Sector industry groups:

Software publishing (SIC 582), Computer programming, consultancy and related activities (SIC 620), Data processing, hosting and related activities; web portals (SIC 631), manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products (SIC 26), manufacture of electrical equipment (SIC 27).

Disclaimer
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